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Millions compete for exposure on Google but 99% of them fail to get results.As the founder of
leading digital intelligence firm AdGooroo, search advertising authority Richard Stokes is in a
unique position to reveal what’s going wrong and provide solutions to fix it.Using proven
strategies from today’s search advertising elite, discover how to drive significantly more traffic to
your site, dramatically increase click-through rates, steal impressions from competitors, boost
your conversions, and increase your sales by unbelievable amounts.Since the previous edition,
there have been a number of revolutionary changes in paid search. First, we are increasingly
searching from our cell phones rather than desktop computers. Second, Google is no longer the
only game in town. For example, Bing, relatively ignored by marketers, once accounted for 30
percent of all U.S. searches and remains a stealth marketing tool. Finally, "search extensions"
have become a powerful new technique you can use to collect phone numbers and email
addresses with your ads, limit your ads to certain times of day, deliver coupons to nearby
customers, and even provide handy "call me" buttons that are displayed only on cell phones. In
this new edition, Stokes details all this and more.



This book guides you to build a quality campaign from the ground up to compete on the highest
level.—Ping Jen, Product Manager, Bing AdsThe title of this book isn’t pulling any punches; it
really is the “ultimate guide” to pay-per-click advertising. Whether you’re just getting started with
PPC or if you’re an old pro, this book is not only “ultimate” but it is also essential. Each chapter is
filled with timeless information that can serve as the bedrock of your PPC campaign foundation.
The strategies in this book will improve your PPC performance and ultimately grow your
business. This content will deliver value for years to come. Your ROI on buying this book is off
the charts!—Joseph Kerschbaum, Midwest Account Director, 3Q DigitalBrilliant insights.
Advanced material. Don’t think, just buy it. Rich is one of those guys that makes you sit up and
listen closely. His knowledge of the data behind AdWords is quite literally unparalleled. (Outside
a few people in Google. Maybe.) He digs in deep and makes you smirk in awe at the clever ways
all that data can help you improve your account. A must read.—Mike Rhodes, CEO,Just buy this
one. Stokes writes the one PPC book to own in 2014. Great for beginners, required reading for
those in the know. Up-to-the-moment fresh for 2014.—Rob Sieracki, Co-founder, Ox Optimal
PPC ConsultancySince reading Ultimate Guide to Pay-Per-Click Advertising I no longer feel I’m
at the foot of an impossibly long learning curve. This book reveals the inner workings of the
search ad networks without using tea leaves and crystal balls. Instead, it focuses on the few
strategic metrics that make a difference, and backs them up with valid data from real campaigns.
It’s the first book I’ve read that made me feel I could take data-driven action to improve my
search advertising campaigns. Most importantly, I now know something that other search
marketers don’t, and that gives me the edge in this competitive ad marketplace.—Brian Massey,
Author of Your Customer Creation EquationIf you or anyone on your team needs to learn or get
refreshed with the fundamentals of paid search marketing, this is the book for you. Clean,
simple, and very actionable.—Rob Griffin, EVP, Havas MediaRich Stokes has turned mountains
of data into meaningful and actionable insights into how Search Engine Marketing really works.
This is required reading for any online marketer who wants to be in the 1 percent of successful
Search Engine Marketers. With my eight years of experience in optimizing for Keyword
Coverage and Impression Share, I know that what Richard says is right on the money and has
led my own clients to realize 3X to 5X sales growth in a matter of months on mature campaigns
that had been ‘optimized’ and managed previously by other agencies.—Kevin Milani, VP of
Digital Marketing, Virtual Marketing Staff LLCEntrepreneur Press, PublisherCover Design:
Andrew WelyczkoProduction and Composition: Eliot House Productions© 2014 by Entrepreneur
Media, Inc.All rights reserved.Reproduction or translation of any part of this work beyond that
permitted by Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act without permission of
the copyright owner is unlawful. Requests for permission or further information should be
addressed to the Business Products Division, Entrepreneur Media Inc.This publication is
designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter



covered. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal,
accounting or other professional services. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required,
the services of a competent professional person should be sought.Dedicated to Kelly, Brendan,
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my family—Kelly, Brendan, Brittain, and Brooks—throughout many months of marathon writing
sessions. And finally to my parents: Persistence paid off.Foreword to the Second Edition by
Perry Marshall“If you want to win at pay-per-click today, you MUST know stuff everyone else
doesn’t know.”I have yet to have a single conversation with Richard Stokes that didn’t reveal
something fascinating.Rich is a data geek in the best sense of the term, but he’s more than that.
He is fascinated, intrigued and absorbed in what it means, not just what it says.I attribute this to
the fact that Richard started out as an affiliate marketer ten years ago, buying ads on Google,
selling products and living by his wits. As I recall, he quit his job when he started making north of
$50,000 per month.Well, the list of people in the world who have actually done that is not a very
big one.Now there is also a group of people in the world who make their living by studying
gargantuan amounts of data and telling you what it means. This is also not a very big list of
people.But the number of people who have done all of the above—been a bootstrapping
entrepreneur, wolverine marketer, and junkie of delicious data—is absolutely tiny. Perhaps you
can count them on one or two hands, and that’s it.Richard Stokes is one of those precious
few.And he is the only one who’s writing books, freely sharing their discoveries.And that’s why I
like Rich so much. It’s why I had him speak at my Maui AdWords Elite Master’s Summit two
years in a row,;ee what might tumble out; it’s why so many Fortune 500 companies come to him
and his company, AdGooroo, when they must decide how to optimally position themselves in the
Google advertising landscape.Outside the Googleplex, there may not be anyone else who
knows more than Richard about how the Google AdWords algorithm actually works.Add to that
the fact that he’s founded an impressive company—AdGooroo itself is a study in successful
business building—you have all the makings of a great business book. If you’re spending tens of
thousands of dollars on clicks, you’re not gonna want to put it down.Warning: Pay-per-click is
trickier than it looks. As Richard says, just 1 percent of Google’s advertisers generate 80 percent
of Google’s paid search revenue. It has become one of those things that can be made to appear
very simple and easy but in reality demands well-honed chops, close attention to trends, and a
good bit of art and intuition.Juggling these things is a lot harder if you’re not even quite sure how
Google’s machine works in the first place. Google won’t tell you nearly as much as Richard
will.Like I said, every conversation I’ve ever had with Richard has been a fascinating tour of
insider information. You will find the same to be true of every chapter of this book.Wherever you
are in your pay-per-click journey and your evolution as an entrepreneur or marketing
professional, I wish you the very best of success. You’ve already done more than most people
will do: You’ve picked up an excellent book by a world-class expert. So you deserve it.Now sit at
Richard’s feet, and hear what wisdom he has to share.—Perry MarshallChicago, IllinoisPreface
to the Second EditionIn the early 2000s, after many stops and starts, I hit my first major-league
home run on the internet with an antivirus software review website I created as a side project
while working full-time at a well-known, global advertising agency.My first weekend, I made $29.
I remember thinking at the time that if I could only make $500 a month from the site, it would be a
huge success.What I didn’t realize at the time was that I was among the first wave of early



adopters taking advantage of Google AdWords to drive cheap, targeted traffic to my websites.
AdWords was wildly profitable back then, and easier, as well. No matter how bad your ads were,
you could make money. That $29 turned into $200 by the end of the week. My first month’s
revenues totaled over $3,000. Small? Sure. But I’m still pretty proud of that growth curve. It was
one heck of a first month. And it was entirely due to pay-per-click (PPC) advertising.However,
success cannot (and never does) go unnoticed. My competitors caught on quickly. As they
increased the sophistication of their campaigns, the bar was set higher, and it became more
difficult (and expensive) to generate traffic from the search engines.Even though they were
making it tough on me, however, I was able to steadily increase my websites’ profits throughout
this period. Why? Because I had made it my business to study the search tactics each of my
competitors was using. Every time they tried something new—whether it was a new keyword,
better ad copy, or a specific bidding strategy—I tested it and applied what worked to my own
campaign.By 2005, the PC security industry had topped out, yet I continued to pull in good
profits for several years while most of the competing websites quit advertising altogether.This
success wasn’t due to some magic marketing bullet. It came from being just a little bit better than
each of my competitors in many different areas. I guessed—correctly—that if I could discover
their best tactics and apply them to my campaign, then, taken together as a whole, this would
put me far ahead of the pack.My secret for doing this was a software program I wrote that would
actively hunt for my competitors’ ads and tell me everything it could about them. By the end of
my first year of business, this software allowed me to grow my sales sixfold, all while working
less than ten hours a week.It was when I cashed my first $100,000 check that I realized that this
technology could probably help many other companies as well. We named the software
AdGooroo (pronounced “Ad Guru”) and quietly sold it by word of mouth only.As time passed we
acquired more customers. Today, AdGooroo has grown from a tiny software company to a global
presence. Our software is used by more than two-thirds of the largest interactive agencies in the
world, as well as thousands of other consultants, agencies, and in-house brand advertisers. Our
quarterly reports on the state of the search engine industry are eagerly consumed and reported
by the media.As busy as AdGooroo keeps me, I still make time to run our PPC campaigns. I talk
daily with other search marketers and attend several tradeshows every year. And perhaps most
importantly, the AdGooroo database grants me insider access to the search marketing activity
and rankings of virtually every advertiser in every imaginable type of business on the planet. I
have the luxury of seeing what works and what doesn’t.It was from this vantage point that I wrote
my first book, Mastering Search Advertising: How the Top 3% of Search Advertisers Dominate
Google AdWords. In it, I revealed several little-known strategies that savvy search marketers
were using at the time to gain an edge on the competition. I chose those strategies because
each of them had the potential for big rewards and none of them required a lot of time or money
to implement.The book was more popular than I anticipated, and so with the help of
Entrepreneur Press, I incorporated my reader’s input and requests into a sorely needed guide to
advanced paid search strategies. The book you are now holding is the second edition, which



has been updated to reflect the new realities of paid search circa mid–2013.If you attend one of
the popular search engine marketing trade shows (such as SMX Advanced), you’ll be lucky to
learn one or two of these techniques. But this manual contains virtually every technique used by
the best-paid search managers in the industry. All of the strategies covered in my previous works
are included here. However, you’ll find new insights and techniques we’ve gained from new
research and developments (including sections on mobile search marketing, product listing ads,
and more recent changes to the quality score algorithm). This edition also covers more about
Bing, which has been growing in popularity and now represents approximately 30 percent of all
U.S. search traffic.While to the newcomer some of these topics may seem to be tangential to the
business of PPC advertising, I will explain in due course why you simply cannot compete without
being at least somewhat competent in these areas.The book you are holding in your hands
represents the current state of the art in search marketing. With it, you have the tools needed to
propel your business into the top 1 percent of search advertisers.Good luck,RichAUTHOR
NOTEAbout AdGoorooAdGooroo, a Kantar Media company, is a leading provider of digital
marketing intelligence that drives competitive advantage for internet marketers. Founded in
2004, more than 4,000 advertisers and agencies use AdGooroo’s on-demand tools to tap into
the world’s largest database of search and gain actionable intelligence on their top competitors’
keywords, ad creative, campaign statistics, budgets, and more.LEGAL NOTESAdGooroo is not
affiliated with Google, Yahoo!, or Microsoft. Our views and opinions do not reflect those of any
search engine or any entity other than our own.Nothing in the world can take the place of
Persistence.Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent.Genius
will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.Education will not; the world is full of educated
derelicts.Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent.The slogan “Press On” has solved
and always will solve the problems of the human race.—Calvin CoolidgeChapter 199 Percent of
Advertisers Are Failing at Paid SearchAs a small advertiser starting out in 2003, I was drawn to
Google AdWords because it allowed me to level the playing field with far larger competitors. With
nothing more than a credit card and a little elbow grease, I could tap into a huge reservoir of
highly motivated buyers that most other advertisers had overlooked.This great democratization
of advertising played no small part in catapulting Google to becoming a multibillion-dollar
company. However, this is no longer the case.AdGooroo conducted a study in late 2012 to
determine just how evenly distributed advertising impressions were among search advertisers.
We looked at a wide variety of industries and measured the advertiser concentration in
each.There’s nothing inherently unfair about search engine advertising; everyone in the market
has access to the same knowledge, the same training materials, the same experts, and so on. It
would be reasonable to assume that advertising exposure is fairly well distributed among all
participants in the marketplace.We were shocked to learn that it just isn’t so.A FEW
ADVERTISERS IN EVERY COUNTRY DOMINATE PAID SEARCHIn September 2012, we
recorded 775,000 advertisers on Google in the United States. We estimate that there were
approximately 844 million clicks on paid search ads. Of those clicks, 675 million were generated



by just 8,332 advertisers.In other words, less than 1.1 percent of all advertisers on Google
generated over 80 percent of the clicks.And if we look at it by total spend, we come up with a
similar answer. Those 8,332 advertisers generated about 79 percent of total AdWords revenue
during that same month.We see a similar concentration of advertisers in other markets. Figure 1–
1 shows the same figures for the UK and France.FIGURE 1–1. Paid search concentration in
three major markets.We see similar results with other engines. On Bing US in September 2012,
we estimate that 301,000 advertisers generated 209 million total clicks. Just 3,541 advertisers
generated 80 percent of those clicks (and 82 percent of spend).This presents us with an
intriguing problem. Assuming two capable and equally motivated competitors, what could
explain why one is successful while another is not?But the facts paint a very different picture.
The utopia of a “fair” advertising marketplace is nothing more than an illusion.VIRTUALLY
EVERY BUSINESS CATEGORY IS “OWNED” BY A FEW ADVERTISERSWhat happens if we
narrow our focus down to a specific business category?Let’s start with apparel and fashion,” an
extremely high-traffic and competitive category on Google AdWords. Figure 1–2 depicts the
number of impressions on the x-axis, the number of clicks on the y-axis. The size of each bubble
corresponds to the advertiser’s relative spend.We see that the category is dominated by some
well-known names: Victoria’s Secret, Express, 6PM, and Designer Apparel. What is not so easy
to tell from the chart is the sheer number of other advertisers—1,053 in all—who are fighting
each other for the remaining share of impressions and clicks.Despite the above figures, it may
be surprising to hear that as far as competing in paid search goes, the apparel and fashion
industry isn’t so bad. It could be much worse.FIGURE 1–2. Apparel and fashion advertising
activity, Google US, October 2012. (Source: AdGooroo Industry Insight)Let’s take a look at the
car rental industry (Figure 1–3). is soundly trouncing the competition in clicks. They are running a
respectable second to when it comes to impressions. Nobody else even comes close:FIGURE
1–3. Car rental advertising activity, Google US, October 2012. (Source: AdGooroo Industry
Insight)Another way to compare these two industries is to compare their “share of voice,” that is,
the percentage of the available impressions each advertiser is capturing. Share of voice is
particularly important to brand advertisers because there is evidence that even if a search
engine user doesn’t click the ad, the mere fact that they saw it predisposes them ever so slightly
more toward a future purchase.In the apparel and fashion category (Figure 1–4), we see that the
15 most dominant advertisers are capturing around 25 percent of the available impressions. This
leaves approximately 75 percent of the traffic for the remaining 1,053 advertisers.This isn’t great
news if you are in the fashion industry. But look on the bright side: It could be worse. Figure 1–5
shows that the 14 most dominant car rental companies are capturing over 90 percent of the
available search impressions, leaving just 10 percent for the remaining advertisers.In my 2007
book, Mastering Search Advertising, I showed data that proved 97 percent of advertisers were
being shut out of most of the available search traffic. Virtually every data point we look at,
regardless of search engine or country, shows that this is still the reality. In fact, more recent data
suggests that today’s figure is closer to 99 percent.What this means is that if you want to



succeed in paid search advertising, you need to be prepared to invest a significant amount of
time and effort. Paid search is not something you can simply dabble in and expect to win. In the
following chapters, you’re going to learn exactly how it’s done.FIGURE 1–4. Share of voice in
apparel and fashion, Google US, October 2012. (Source: AdGooroo Industry Insight)FIGURE 1–
5. Share of voice in car rental, Google US, October 2012. (Source: AdGooroo Industry
Insight)Chapter 2The Foundation of Successful Paid Search CampaignsBefore we dive into pay-
per-click, we need to have a word about the proper order in which to tackle things.When most
advertisers go about starting their pay-per-click campaign, they begin by creating an advertising
account (usually on Google), randomly choosing some keywords, creating an ad or two, and
picking a starting-bid price out of thin air. The clicks start coming in, but more often than not, the
profits fail to follow.These undisciplined campaigns rarely pay for themselves. This is a real
shame, because although pay-per-click is a cutthroat business, it’s still as easy as shooting fish
in a barrel if you do it right.The reality that these advertisers fail to take into account is that no
matter what business you’re in, someone has probably been there before you. Blindly rushing in
with a half-baked website is a guaranteed way to ensure that your competitors will outbid (and
outsell) you.Starting a campaign without having access to analytics is marketing suicide. You
need tracking to know how much you can profitably spend for each of your ads. You’ll also need
it to learn to which pages on your site you should be sending visitors from the search
engines.And if you have tracking installed on your website but haven’t optimized your website’s
ability to convert visitors into buyers, you probably won’t be able to compete for the best possible
placement for your ads. As a result, your ads will appear infrequently, buried deep within the
search results pages. And more importantly, you’ll be capturing only a small percentage of the
sales you would have captured by identifying and eliminating sales bottlenecks.Patience is vital.
If you haven’t spent the time on these preliminary steps, your website won’t be able to keep up
with the competition. Neophyte search marketers are all too quick to jump into a campaign
without really knowing what they are doing. Consequently, their campaigns end up a mishmash
of poorly aligned keywords, ad copy, and landing pages. Impressions are slowly choked off, and
first-page bid prices rise until their ads are shut out of what could be the most profitable
keywords in the campaign.So I encourage you to take a disciplined three-step approach. Start
by installing an analytics service on your website. Learn it inside and out, and then use it to
optimize your landing pages. If you create a better converting offer than your competitors, it’s far
more likely that you will become the dominant advertiser in your industry.I’ve honed this
approach through years of creating pay-per-click campaigns. If you follow these steps in the
order I’ve laid them out for you, you should be able to capture a majority of the available
impressions and generate high clickthrough rates at a fraction of the price most of your
competitors are paying.FIGURE 2–1. Effective pay-per-click advertising campaigns must be built
on a solid foundation of analytics and website optimization.Chapter 3Your Marketing Will Fail
without TrackingPretend for a moment that instead of promoting your business over the web, you
were to take a more traditional approach, such as television advertising. You might be prepared



to spend upwards of a quarter-million dollars just for production, to be followed by potentially
millions of dollars of national media buys.With so much at stake, it seems unlikely that you would
simply write a check and forget about it. Not by a long shot. I bet that you’d be watching the sales
figures like a hawk to see if your campaign was bringing customers in. And if it didn’t perform,
you’d cut your losses quickly (and probably fire your marketing manager).Most of our
businesses will never grow to the scale where we can afford big-ticket television buys.
Fortunately, internet advertising now gives us a way to purchase smaller, more reasonably
priced blocks of traffic.The downside of this is that these less expensive campaigns tend to fall
off the radar of most managers and entrepreneurs. There is a false sense of security that comes
from spending “only” $500 a month or so on search. We tell ourselves, “Maybe it will come in,
maybe it won’t,” or “Let’s just start it and see what happens.”This is nothing more than a shortcut
to failure, and I don’t want you to fall into that trap. So please, take this firm, but friendly, piece of
advice:If you don’t track your campaign . . . you will lose. Period.If you blow off the numbers
behind your business, your marketing will be mediocre because it will be built on opinion and
guesswork.Guesses and opinions are the enemy of good marketing. If you let the numbers tell
you the truth, you’ll make your website better. You’ll make your advertising better. Your sales will
end up 5, 10, even 100 times over where you started.Marketing Sherpa reports that 90 percent
of search marketers use some form of analytics. While I believe that this figure is optimistic (the
majority of advertisers I talk to have no website tracking in place or never look at their reports),
the fact remains that your serious competitors (the top 1 percent) will certainly be relying on
some form of website tracking to improve their returns. You need to do the same if you want to
level the playing field.You must have tracking installed on your website. There are no ifs, ands, or
buts about it.WHAT WEBSITE ANALYTICS WILL TELL YOUWebsite analytics is the study of
online user behavior for the purpose of improving sales. By adding analytics capabilities to your
website, you will be able to measure: Where visitors are coming from (e.g., search engines,
type-in traffic, banner ads, etc.) What pages they are visiting the most How much and how
often they convert (e.g., buy your products, sign up for your email newsletters, request more
information, etc.) How long they stay on each page How quickly they leave How much every
page on your site is worth to youWith this information, you can make your site better.You’ll have
the insights you need to improve your site design, create a better user experience, and
streamline your conversion pages.CONVERSIONSSales, leads, signups, donations—whatever
it is you’re trying to get your visitors to do on your website—is what we mean when we’re
discussing “conversions.”The end result? Higher return on every advertising dollar you
spend.These insights will be contained in your website analytics reports, your new best
friends.LEARNING MORE ABOUT ANALYTICSThe first edition of this book contained detailed
information on analytics reporting. However, in the past few years, analytics has become a big
field, so much so that the subject can take up an entire book. So this edition focuses more on
getting people to your site and not so much about what they do once they get there.However, I
strongly recommend that you purchase a good book on the subject, such as Web Analytics 2.0:



The Art of Online Accountability and Science of Customer Centricity by Avinash Kaushik.
Another excellent companion that will help you get more return from your paid search
campaigns is Landing Page Optimization by Tim Ash, Maura Ginty, and Rich Page.Chapter
4The First Requirement for a Profitable Paid Search CampaignHands down, the surest way for
most marketers to improve their returns from paid search advertising is to improve the efficiency
at which their website converts visitors into buyers.Too many marketers hope that adding an
AdWords campaign will redeem a low-performing website or product. If that doesn’t fix their
business, they compound their error by raising their bids. They make the same mistake that
many dotcom companies made during the late ’90s: they pour money into a losing business in a
mistaken attempt to “grow to profitability.”To do it right, you have to accept PPC advertising for
what it is: a way to multiply your existing business. If you add PPC to a bad business, you’ll
simply lose money faster.On the other hand, if you add PPC to a good business, you will make
more money . . . but only if you do it right.WEBSITE OPTIMIZATIONA proven technique for
improving the efficiency of your online business is through website optimization, which is the art
and science of enhancing the user experience of a website with the goal of converting users into
customers.To see why this is important, you need to become familiar with the concept of cost-
per-action (CPA). CPA is simply the average cost you incur for turning a visitor into a customer.
To calculate it, you add up the entirety of your variable costs for a given time period (which for
most websites consists largely of traffic acquisition costs) and divide by the total number of
customers during that same time.For instance, if in a given month your website generated 25
customers and you spent $1,000 on acquiring traffic, then your CPA is $40.Your priority as a
marketer is to minimize your CPA. It should be well below your average order size (ideally,
around half). The difference between them tells you how much profit your website is
generating.If your average order size was $60 during a time when your average CPA was $40,
then you made money to the tune of $20 per customer. If, on the other hand, your average order
size was only $30, then you lost $10 per customer.As you can see, CPA is a convenient way for
general managers to measure the overall profitability of a website. However, as this example
shows, it provides no guidance on how to actually go about improving your profitability. You need
a better set of measures if you hope to succeed.A BETTER WAY TO MEASURE WEBSITE
PROFITABILITYThe inability of CPA to lead to any actionable strategies has led to the creation
of two alternate measures by which you can assess the profitability of a website: cost-per-visitor
(which in pay-per-click advertising translates to cost-per-click, or CPC) and $/Index (commonly
referred to as the “Dollar Index”).The $/Index is calculated by dividing your total revenue by the
total number of visitors. Unlike the CPA metric we discussed above, $/Index can be (and
typically is) calculated for individual pages on your website. This makes it very useful as a tool
for measuring the effectiveness of a page.In other words, we can directly compare the $/Index to
the average price you’re paying for each visitor to tune our bid prices.A short example to
illustrate these points is shown in Figure 4–1 on page 15. Let’s take a one-page website that
purchased 1,000 clicks from Google AdWords for $1,950, and another 300 visitors from the



Yahoo! Bing Network for $150. Through the process of converting visitors on this page, the
website generated 25 customers at an average order size of $100, for a grand total of $2,500 in
revenue.We calculate the CPA by dividing our total traffic acquisition costs ($2,100) by the total
number of customers (25) to arrive at $84 per customer. This is well below the $100 average
order size, so you know we turned a profit. If you stopped here, though, you would be leaving
quite a bit of money on the table.FIGURE 4–1. A simple single-page conversion example.Next,
we calculate the $/Index for the page by dividing our total revenue ($2,500) by the number of
visitors to the page (1,300). This figure is equal to $1.92. This figure gives you a sense of how
much a typical visitor to this page is worth to us.Next, we compare that with the average cost-per-
click (CPC) that we’re paying each engine. The CPC for Google AdWords is $1.95 ($1,950 total
cost divided by 1,000 visitors). The CPC for Microsoft Bing is $0.50 ($150 divided by 300
visitors).This is actionable information. These figures tell us that we’re actually losing a few cents
per visitor from our Google AdWords traffic. However, we’re making it up because we’re paying a
very attractive price for visitors from Bing. We could immediately improve profitability by lowering
our average CPC for the Google AdWords traffic (we would get less traffic as a result). At the
same time, we would raise our average bid price for Bing traffic to increase the amount of traffic
from that source.Later in this book are various strategies for improving profitability by adjusting
your average CPC (either up or down). For now though, we want to consider another possible
outcome of this exercise.What if, instead of adjusting our bid prices on the search engines, we
made this landing page better?In our example above, the landing page converted visitors at the
rate of 25 out of 1,300. Dividing these figures gives you a conversion rate of 1.92 percent.By
finding a way to improve this landing page so that it converted at a slightly higher rate—say 35
out of 1,300 customers (2.7 percent conversion rate)—our $/Index would increase to $2.69
($3,500 total revenue divided by 1,300 visitors). This means we wouldn’t have to lower our
average CPC on Google; we could even possibly raise it and get even more traffic!While this
example is overly simplified, it is representative of the interplay between bid prices and landing
page conversion rates that we frequently encounter in the real world. Website owners are usually
in a big hurry to get their PPC campaigns rolling, but this is a huge mistake if they’ve never given
a moment’s attention to their landing page conversion rates.SOMETIMES CONVERSION
OPTIMIZATION ISN’T CRITICALOne of the things you’re going to hear a lot when starting out is
that conversion optimization is the most important step you can take as a digital marketer.
However, there are certain cases when it turns out to not be all that important.Conversion
optimization does best with single-step transaction models, such as lead generation,
ecommerce, and most other types of B2C business models. However, it becomes much less
important if any of the following are true: Your customers are sophisticated (e.g., scientists,
engineers, and other professionals). You cater to a small niche market. You sell primarily to
corporate buyers. You engage primarily in direct sales (e.g., you sell offline through
salespeople).In my experience, these are the types of scenarios in which conversion
optimization is unlikely to be your best tactic for improving your marketing results. Mind you,



there is no excuse for poor design. But having said that, you aren’t going to get a big lift in these
scenarios by using a different shade of blue in your logo.Chapter 5Is Pay-Per-Click Advertising
Right for You?Chances are you’ve heard about the amazing ROI that can be had with pay-per-
click. A return of 300 percent or even higher is not at all unusual with this form of advertising.
(Back in 2003, I was making more than $10 for every $1 I spent on Google AdWords.)When it
works, it works well. But what we don’t usually hear are the stories of people who lost their entire
ad spend. As with anything else in business, it’s best to be realistic from the onset about your
chances of success.In this section, we’ll talk about who usually wins with PPC and who often
loses.PPC WORKS FOR DIRECT-RESPONSE MARKETERS AND ONLINE RETAILERSDirect-
response marketing is a specific form of marketing that sends its messages directly to
consumers, usually asking them to take a specific call-to-action (for instance, to call a free
phone number or fill out a request for more information) or to purchase a product online.Typical
businesses that make use of direct marketing include software companies, newspapers and
magazines, sellers of information products, and online retailers.Traditional direct-response
marketing relies heavily on having access to performance statistics, such as open and response
rates. PPC provides many comparable statistics (such as clickthrough rate, conversion rate,
coverage, and many more) so the performance-based marketer should feel right at home with
this channel.PPC WORKS FOR BRAND ADVERTISERSOn the other end of the spectrum lie
brand advertisers. The goal of these advertisers is to build a psychological construct (the “brand
image”) in the minds of their target audience, typically for the purpose of influencing offline or
later purchasing behavior. This image can be highly successful in convincing consumers to pay
high prices for products that are extremely cheap to make. It is also quite successful in
predisposing specific targeted consumer segments toward certain brands. Although it may seem
abstract to some, the brand itself begins to accumulate significant—perhaps even staggering—
value over time. And paid search is a powerful tool that can help to increase this value.Brand
advertisers depend less on the types of performance-based statistics mentioned above and
more on statistics that attempt to measure both the exposure and perception of the brand in the
mind of their target consumers. In the offline world, these statistics include brand awareness,
brand recognition, and top-of-mind awareness.While you cannot measure these metrics using
paid search, you can measure share of voice (SOV), which offers the brand manager an easy
way to determine if their ads are being seen more or less frequently than direct competitors. In
addition, savvy brand managers make use of engagement sites that are intended to associate
the brand with certain experiences. For instance, the popular baby formula brand, Enfamil, once
advertised their online encyclopedia of baby names quite heavily. In Europe, Nestlé promotes an
online gaming site targeted to young children to build brand awareness and preference.Paid
search also offers a few other incredible advantages to brand advertisers.First, it is incredibly
cheap in comparison to the seven- and eight-figure advertising budgets. I know of one advertiser
who funded their entire paid search campaign for a year by pulling a single television
commercial.There’s also a difference in user intent. Most advertising reaches users through an



interrupt mechanism (for instance, a television or radio commercial). Search engine users,
however, are actively searching for something either strongly or weakly associated with your
brand. This may be information about your product (“Enfamil ingredients”), promotions (“Enfamil
coupons”), or a deeper but less obvious association (“baby upset stomach”). In a sense, you can
think of search engine users as being the leading edge of your larger audience. This little fact is
exploited by a few savvy CPG (consumer packaged goods) brands who use paid search to
assess the impact of different ad copy strategies without having to spend a fortune in focus
groups and local market test runs.Finally, PPC gives brand advertisers unprecedented control
over their message, allowing them to vary their copy based on searcher intent, geography,
culture, and so on.WHY PPC MAY NOT WORK FOR YOUOnly a small percentage of
companies using paid search can be considered brand advertisers. The vast majority falls into
the direct-response marketing category. These advertisers tend to run into problems that prevent
PPC from being a viable advertising medium.There are six primary reasons why PPC
campaigns fail. Three of these are fully under the control of the advertiser, while the remaining
three are somewhat out of the control of the advertiser.By far, the most common reason for
failure is that the advertiser is unwilling or unable to manage their PPC campaigns properly. PPC
campaigns cannot be ignored if you expect to turn a profit.Another reason search advertising
campaigns tend to fail is due to a lack of tracking. Without tracking, you’ll be unable to figure out
which keyword buys are working and which are not. You won’t be able to tune your campaign
and cut out the waste. Installing tracking is a low-cost, one-time effort. There’s really no reason
other than negligence or ignorance for this.Finally, if your conversion rate and/or your average
order size is too low, you’ll be unable to afford even the most modest PPC buys. Your profit
margin on successful transactions needs to absorb the cost of acquiring not only the customer,
but also all of the other visitors who didn’t buy from you. The reason most affiliate marketers
have been priced out of Google AdWords is because they’re earning only a small commission (5
to 15 percent) on every completed order.There are three other cases when PPC campaigns
might not be a good fit for your business. These are somewhat out of your control, but there can
be workarounds.The first situation arises if your target customers aren’t looking on the search
engines for the types of products you sell. In this case, you’ll need to identify alternative
advertising channels (see sidebar by Perry Marshall on page 20).Another common problem is
that your products or services require a high-touch sales process to sell successfully. If
prospects buy from you only after they talk to a field rep, then you’ll need to resort to a multistage
sales process. You can work PPC into this process without being unduly reliant on it. For
instance, you will likely have considerable success using Google AdWords to generate qualified
leads, which sales reps can then call on. The key here is to recognize when you should sell
directly to a customer versus taking a more personal, “high-touch” approach.Finally, you may run
into difficulties with PPC campaigns when bid prices are so high that you are priced out of the
market (this is a common problem when selling high-cost consumer services such as auto
insurance). Many advertisers simply give up on PPC at this point. However, we’ve discovered



that even in these hypercompetitive markets, there is still plenty of inexpensive search traffic
available to those advertisers who are willing to work hard on improving the campaign quality.
You’ll learn exactly how to do this using the techniques described throughout the following
chapters.WHEN GOOGLE ADWORDS IS THE LEAST EFFECTIVE WAY TO REACH YOUR
TARGET CUSTOMERPerry Marshall, co-author, The Ultimate Guide to Google
AdWords,Because I’m author of some of the most popular books on Google AdWords, my
clients are surprised to hear me say that sometimes Google might be last on your list of best
ways to sell your product. Let me give you some examples; all lend insight into Google’s place in
the world:• Once I had a client who manufactures AC adapters: You know, those big black plugs
that provide power for your CD player or charge your cell phone. We tried mightily to make
Google AdWords work and couldn’t. Why? Because this company sells custom lots of 500 units
or more to manufacturers, but all the traffic for “AC Adapters” and related keywords consists of
everyday consumers looking to buy one unit at a time. Our Google campaign was a total failure,
despite valiant efforts to disqualify noncustomers. The ads would say “minimum lots of 500,” but
Joe Consumer would click on the ad anyway, then leave. A manufacturing directory is a much
better way to reach other manufacturers than Google in that situation.• Let’s say you sell some
kind of high-end equipment, software, or consulting to high-level executives, and lower-level
people are a waste of time for you. (Very common scenario!) Is bidding on keywords a good way
to target those executives? No, not really. Maybe only 1 percent of the people searching are
executives; the rest just waste your clicks. Direct mail would be much, much better for that. A
FedEx envelope on the executive’s desk is a rifle shot.• Keyword-based advertising only works
when people know they have a problem and can describe it to themselves and believe that
somebody on the internet has a solution. But many people have severe problems they don’t
even realize they have. If that’s the case, search engine marketing isn’t a very good way to reach
them. You need to interrupt them instead. So again, direct mail, ads in magazines they read, TV,
radio—all of those media might be better. Search engine marketing only gets you people who
are proactively looking to solve their problem right now.Sometimes search traffic gets you,
ironically, the lowest quality, least-interested, and least qualified prospects. People who regularly
visit specific websites are much more interested and much more qualified. Here’s an example:
Let’s say you are doing fund-raising for environmental activism. You could bid on the keyword
“environment,” but what you’d probably get is high school kids doing homework assignments
and writing papers about the environment.Now, it may be nice to reach those kids with your
message, but you ain’t gonna get any money out of them. And if you think about it, people who
are already active and interested in that probably are not typing “environment” into a search
engine. They already have sites they like to go to. You get much better traffic, and more
donations, advertising on those sites. (That’s why, in some categories, AdSense gets you better
traffic than Google searches.)Every kind of advertising media slices the world in a different way.
Bidding on keywords slices the world according to who’s got an itch to scratch, right now. Direct
mail slices the world according to what magazines people subscribe to, what mail-order



products they’ve purchased, what charities they’ve donated money to. Compiled mailing lists
slice the world according to where they live, what income level they’re in, what positions they
hold in their jobs, what kind of home they live in.“Rock—Paper—Scissors”Print advertising slices
the world according to topics people are interested in; if you advertise in Bass Fisherman
magazine, you get guys who are rabidly interested in bass fishing. If you advertise on the radio at
7:30 in the morning, you get people who are on their way to work. The pros and cons of every
form of advertising are sort of like that game “Rock—Paper—Scissors” where each has its
unique advantages and disadvantages.I told an exec from an online industrial directory that he
just needs to come out and say that yes, sometimes Google is hands down the easiest,
cheapest way to get new customers. (His prospect will be rather surprised to hear him say that!
Coming clean will boost his credibility.) But he can point out that also sometimes, as with those
AC adapters, Google may also be one of the worst ways to get a new customer.For most people,
the truth is somewhere in the middle. For most people, Google is a great way to get a certain
amount of high-quality leads, but there are only so many available. It’s like an oil well that pumps
out just so much every day, and no more. Plus you never want to have all your eggs in one
basket; that makes you very vulnerable. So you need to explore other avenues.Many of my
customers who advertise on Google have also used any or all of the following ways to acquire
new customers:• Buying space ads in e-zines• Endorsed email blasts from affiliates•
Popunder and popup ads on other sites• Postcard mailings• Direct mail• Magalogs: catalogs
that look like magazines• Spots in other peoples’ catalogs• FedEx envelopes to highly targeted
prospects from carefully selected mailing lists• Banner ads• Radio• TV• Telemarketing•
Social media sites like Facebook and Twitter• Issuing a press release• Writing a book• Being
an “expert” on a talk show• Exhibiting at trade shows• Fliers distributed house-to-house or
business-to-business• Doing a custom teleseminar for another person’s email list• Ads in
magazines• Remnant space in local newspapers, purchased at deeply discounted rates•
Speaking at seminars• Card decks, i.e., a packet of postcards shipped to targeted prospects•
Writing magazine articles and e-zine articles• “Buyer advocate” sites like Thomas Register and
Globalspec• Flier inserts in newspapers, magazines, or mail-order shipments (that’s called
“insert media”)• “Lumpy mail”: sending people interesting objects, like one guy I know who
mailed out a six-foot canoe paddleWhen all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.
So save this list for the next time you have one of those days when it seems impossible to find a
new customer!Remember that every other advertiser out there has access to some customers,
and many of them know they can make a little more money (and not lose any business) by giving
you controlled access to their customers. And, many times, even though those other media may
have a higher customer acquisition cost, the customers may be higher quality.Chapter 6What If
You Already Have a Great SEO Campaign?Acommon question many online companies have is:
Why bother with a potentially expensive PPC campaign if they have an effective search engine
optimization (SEO) campaign already in place?PPC offers a number of compelling advantages
over SEO that advertisers should be aware of.PPC VISITORS COME FROM A DIFFERENT



DEMOGRAPHICThe visitors who arrive at your site from search ads and natural search results
are very different. Prospects who arrive at your site as a result of clicking on a “sponsored” ad
generally have a higher predisposition toward buying something. On the other hand, visitors who
click on organic results tend to just be looking for information and are less likely to spend money.
While this is not true for every business (I have run across a number of exceptions to the rule
myself), most advertisers report that PPC campaigns convert at a higher rate than organic
ones.Another tendency I’ve noticed is that visitors who arrive via sponsored ads tend to skew
more toward women and technically unsophisticated visitors. If you are selling products that
cater to these demographics, you will likely see a big improvement in results with PPC.PPC
CAMPAIGNS GET FASTER RESULTSGetting new content indexed by the search engines is a
painful process that tends to take a long time. With PPC, it’s a quick process to get visitors to
your desired landing pages (usually taking less than 24 hours). And with the ad quality score that
Google provides you, you now have a feedback mechanism by which you can improve your
campaign, potentially resulting in more traffic at a lower cost per click. There is no equivalent in
SEO.PPC CAMPAIGNS OFFER YOU BETTER CONTROLNo matter how good your SEO
campaign, you have very little input into where your links will show up. Your organic rankings
vary by geographic region, language, device, even browser and personal preferences! If you
want to be on the top of the search results pages with SEO, you have an uphill battle ahead of
you. You can work for months (sometimes years) and still never capture the coveted top
position.On the other hand, PPC lets you decide what, when, and where ads are displayed.You
can choose to display your ads in the search results only or also on partner networks (such as or
AOL). You can pick and choose particular geographic regions to show your ads. You can also
use targeting options to filter out unwanted impressions, such as visitors looking for “free”
products and services only. And if you really want those top positions (and are willing to pay for
it), you can directly influence your quality score and bid prices in order to get them.PPC
PROVIDES YOU WITH TRAFFIC DIVERSIFICATIONThe PPC algorithms change from time to
time but not nearly as often or as dramatically as the organic ranking algorithms. It’s rather
unusual for a good ad campaign to stop working suddenly and without warning. The same can’t
be said for SEO. Not a few companies have gone out of business when their SEO rankings
vanished overnight with nary an explanation.If your customers are finding you only through your
organic listings, your business is on very shaky ground. PPC provides you with a good way to
diversify your traffic sources.If you’re already running a successful SEO campaign, you’ve
proven that the search engines can be a valuable source of traffic for your business. Adding a
PPC campaign to your marketing bag of tricks will result in more visitors and provide a valuable
safety net in the event that your organic rankings ever drop.Chapter 7The Water Is Always Rising
in SearchThe water is always rising in search. If you don’t rise with it, your campaign will
drown.Why? As you’ll read in a few chapters, the search engines prize relevant, high-quality ads.
Good ads keep the visitors coming back. And the more visitors there are, the more money the
search engines make from the ads.Whether or not your campaign is deemed to be better than



others’ depends on a variety of factors: The clickthrough rate of your ads How well your ad
copy mirrors the visitor’s search phrase The relevance and user experience of your landing
pagesAnd a wide variety of other minor factors which are constantly changing, including:
Historical CTR of your campaign The subject matter of your website as a wholeJust as in your
grade school class, Google grades on a curve. If your ads are deemed to be of higher quality
than your competitors, they will appear higher and more often.PARANOIA IS JUSTIFIED: YOUR
COMPETITORS ARE REALLY OUT TO GET YOUChances are that you are going to spend a
good amount of time working on your campaign while reading this book. You may improve your
ad copy, your keyword selection, or your landing pages. These will all likely have a positive
impact on your campaign.Now let’s say you get things running smoothly. Your campaign is
garnering lots of impressions, plenty of clicks, and a reasonable clickthrough rate. You step away
to focus on other important things such as running your business or vacationing in Mexico.
Before you know it, a year has passed. You log in to AdWords and find that your campaign now
looks something like Figure 7–1.FIGURE 7–1. Actual results of an unmanaged Google AdWords
campaign.Wow? What happened?The campaign initially received a high number of
impressions, but these gradually dwindled down until January. At that point the ads stopped
showing on Google’s search result pages.It would be wonderful if we could simply put our
campaigns on autopilot and walk away. However, we can’t, because our competitors are
constantly taking steps to optimize their own quality scores.Working together as a group, they
are raising the bar on quality. As they do, the relative quality of your campaign is going down. In
other words, your campaign is under constant assault from all sides, so you can’t be
complacent.You simply must remain vigilant if you want to beat the competition.Chapter 8The
$100 Bidding MythMany advertisers mistakenly believe that the cure for a bad campaign is a
higher bid. And why not? If I’m willing to pay the search engine $100 for an ad, they make money
and my ad runs. We’re both happy, so why doesn’t it work this way?To see why, consider for a
moment the following ad:Free Puppies and DiamondsLottery winner wants to give awayhis
fortune and pets. First 100 only!Most of us won’t be bothered to click on an ad like this these
days, no matter how much we like free puppies and diamonds. At one time, however, these ads
were fairly common, and they appeared for a variety of search terms, typically with a landing
page that looked something like the one in Figure 8–1 on page 30.Most people don’t like these
ads or the landing pages behind them because they are deceptive and people get burned out on
them pretty quickly. The search engines realized long ago that it’s not enough to serve just the
needs of the advertisers. They had to serve the needs of the users or they would eventually stop
coming back, as illustrated in Figure 8–2 on page 31.FIGURE 8–1. Example of a spam landing
page.If the search engines hadn’t cracked down on this a few years ago, search marketing
would probably not have ballooned into the $30 billion industry that it is today.Spam campaigns
are generally low-quality and not all that believable. They only work when the spammer can
acquire massive amounts of traffic at a very cheap rate. In 2008, Google implemented an
automated solution for gauging the quality of the ad: quality score.We’ll get into the mechanics



and history of quality score in a later chapter. For now, what you need to know is that Google
looks at the content and performance of your ad and assigns it a “quality score” ranging from 1
to 10. This number represents how Google perceives the quality of your ad and landing page.
“Great” ads get a 10. And “poor” ads get a score between 1 and 3. Most ads fall somewhere in
the middle, as shown in Figure 8–3.FIGURE 8–2. Search engines need to balance the needs of
advertisers, users, and themselves.FIGURE 8–3. Distribution of quality score, May 2013.Based
on the outcome of this check, Google sets a minimum bidding price for the ads to appear. The
higher your score, the lower your minimum bid.Now, this isn’t a foolproof system. Advertisers
can, and do, try to reverse-engineer quality score in order to gain an edge. Google was
continually changing the rules (much to the consternation of legitimate advertisers who couldn’t
keep up), but ultimately there was no way to keep spammers out of the system. So next they
implemented a clever twist. They subjected new campaigns to the automated review and, if they
passed, allowed them to run but only very slowly. Instead of giving these new advertisers equal
access to the system, they are subjected to a benchmarking period during which time the ads
are tested in every ad slot but receive only a small percentage of the available impressions—just
enough to generate a statistically reliable sample.The search engines will raise the minimum
bids of ads that don’t perform well with this small amount of test traffic. Legitimate advertisers—
particularly those with effective landing pages—eventually prove their worth (although they may
have to stick with it for a while) while spam sites will eventually drop out altogether due to
steadily increasing costs and poor traffic.This approach is superior in that it doesn’t rely on an
“unbeatable” algorithm, nor does it give new and untrusted advertisers the same access to
search traffic as older, more established advertisers. If a spammer does get through, Google will
grant them only a limited number of impressions before raising their minimum bids.YOU CAN’T
BUY YOUR WAY TO THE TOPIn general, this system works well. However, take note of these
implications: It will typically take 30 days for a brand-new campaign to reach its traffic potential.
Until that time, the campaign will receive a paltry number of clicks. The amount you are willing to
pay for placement is only of secondary importance. The perceived quality of your ads and
landing pages matters far more. If your campaign isn’t deemed to be of high quality, you will
have to pay more than other advertisers to have your ads shown in the same spot. And even
then, you’ll receive only a small portion of the available paid search (typically 1 to 5 percent).In
other words, even if you are willing to pay $100 for a click, you’ll be charged a high opportunity
cost (in the form of missed impressions) that you can’t buy your way out of.ALMOST EVERY
ADWORDS ADVERTISER IS BEING THROTTLEDChances are, you aren’t a spammer. In that
case, most of everything written above is of mere academic interest. However, this next bit is
critical and should be the one thing you take away from this chapter: Even if you pass the initial
testing period, it is extremely likely that your campaign will have areas in which your ads are
being throttled due to relevance issues. These ads will not appear for all searches and
sometimes may be shut down altogether.This affects virtually every advertiser on
AdWords.That’s right. It doesn’t matter who you are, how large your budget is, or how great your



campaign is. You are almost certainly missing out on a huge chunk of the available search traffic.
We know this because we can measure it.Chapter 9The Little-Known Metric That Can Increase
Your Search Traffic 400 PercentWhat if I told you there was a metric that you could use to
diagnose poor ad copy, quality score problems, and budget and billing issues and increase your
search traffic by 400 percent or more?Well, there is. I discovered this metric in 2004 and used it
to quietly blow the doors off every search campaign I worked on. A freelance copywriter friend of
mine had to stop advertising on Google within 48 hours of using this data because his phone
was ringing off the hook. I personally used it to become the number-one affiliate marketer in the
computer security industry in the space of a few short months.This metric is called
coverage.Coverage is the percentage of the time that people see your ads when they search on
your targeted terms. (Be careful not to confuse this with clickthrough rate, which is the
percentage of visitors who click your ads after actually seeing them.) In other words, it is the
percentage of the total possible impressions your ads received.Most advertisers don’t measure
coverage. And most don’t have any idea of how much traffic they are missing out on. As we saw
in our opening chapter, 99 percent of advertisers are splitting just 20 percent of the available
search traffic between them. If you’re one of these advertisers, you could increase your traffic
fivefold—or more—by maximizing your coverage.In 2004, I started a company to disseminate
this metric to the marketplace. You might think that, after all this time, advertisers would have
caught on and diminished its importance as a key campaign statistic. Yet they haven’t. Even
today, in 2013, not one advertiser in 500 is making use of this data to build their competitive
advantage (but those few who are, are making a killing).Coverage is rarely discussed in any
online forum, but it is one of the key differences that separate great campaigns from mediocre
ones. In this chapter, we’ll discuss this concept and teach you what may be the most important
rule in search marketing: Always maximize your coverage.LOW COVERAGE MEANS LOST
OPPORTUNITIESTake a look at Figure 9–1. On this graph, we’ve plotted coverage along the left
axis and the average position on the bottom axis. At the upper right are a few advertisers who
appear about 90 percent of the time when people search for the term cheap iPhone 4s. At the
lower right are several advertisers who are bidding high enough to end up at the top of the
search results, yet their ads appear for only a small percentage of searches.FIGURE 9–1.
Coverage chart for the phrase cheap iPhone 4s. (Source: AdGooroo SEM Insight)These unlucky
advertisers probably think that this is a low-traffic keyword, because they see few impressions
on the campaign reports. Little do they know that they could increase their traffic by a whopping
1,200 percent if they fixed their coverage problem.To put it a different way, there are
approximately 21,000 searches on this term on Google US each month. The advertiser at the
lower right is appearing on only 1,750 of them. By taking a few simple steps, they could tap into
an additional 19,250 potential customers each month.Many people think that increasing their
bids will give them more traffic. There is some truth to this, because higher bids tend to increase
your position on the search results pages. Higher positions in turn translate to higher
clickthrough rates. You could typically increase your traffic by 20 percent, 50 percent, or even



100 percent by increasing your bids as a result of the improved clickthrough rate alone. That
pales in comparison with the 400 percent gains I regularly see advertisers get from improving
their coverage.Bidding more for a term doesn’t work as well because it doesn’t guarantee you
higher coverage. In fact, increasing your bid can actually reduce your coverage if several well-
entrenched advertisers are already bidding for the top positions on the page! This is likely what
happened to the unfortunate advertisers above. They may have gone from getting 60 percent
coverage at the bottom of the page to getting only 8 percent of the coverage at the top. No
increase in clickthrough rate is going to make up for the loss in ad impressions that comes from
trying to compete with advertisers who have better campaigns than you.At the end of this
chapter, we’ll talk about strategies for increasing your coverage. But for now, you just need to
realize that impressions don’t cost you anything, and they can actually build your brand
awareness. So, ideally, you want to have 100 percent coverage.Now let’s look at the uglier side
of the low-coverage problem.LOW COVERAGE MEANS YOU ARE OVERPAYING FOR
TRAFFICFigure 9–2 on page 38 is another example chart, this time for the phrase keyword tool.
From this chart you can see that has a coverage of 100 percent. Referencing our campaign
statistics, we learn that we’re getting an average 1 percent clickthrough rate for this keyword. We
pay $1.40 for each visitor (CPC) and get about 12 clicks per day, for an average daily total of
$16.80.The advertiser below us at position 2.0, whom we’ll call , is bidding roughly the same
amount but is getting a coverage of only 10 percent. We could assume that if their ad
performance is roughly the same as ours, they are getting 1.2 clicks per day for an average daily
cost of $1.68.FIGURE 9–2. Coverage chart for the phrase keyword tool. (Source: AdGooroo
SEM Insight)The reason is showing up only at 10 percent coverage is that it is facing a number
of well-entrenched advertisers (including us) who can’t be easily dislodged. One strategy the
company could try is to reduce their bid for this keyword. Although this will drop their average
position on the search results page, it often has the effect of increasing coverage.Let’s assume
that this strategy works. drops their bid to $.75. Their average position drops to 5.0, their
coverage increases to 100 percent, and their clickthrough rate drops by 40 percent. Here’s what
their keyword performance looks like now:Average position: 5.0Average CPC: $0.75Coverage:
100 percentImpressions: 1,200Clickthrough rate: 0.6 percent (40 percent lower at position
5.0)Clicks: 7.2 (1200 × 0.6 percent)
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jaysonlinereviews, “Some Great PPC Tips Inside!. I have ran numerous pay per click ads but Im
definitely not an expert on the subject.This book breaks ppc down making it easy to
understand.Learn how to set up campaigns, ppc ads, and which keywords to target to return a
profit when running your ppc campaigns.Broad match, phrase match, and exact match learn the
differences and how it can increase your bottom line.I learned a lot of new ppc tips and
strategies that I am applying to my own affiliate marketing business that I have ran for 13
years.Great read pick it up if your thinking of running any ppc ads so you have a good
understanding of what you are doing.”

Audio Maven, “A solid primer, but highly promotional.... This book is a solid primer for Adwords
(why it doesn't say Adwords in the title of the book is an amazing oversight), as it offers basic
advice on the core facets of running a campaign. It is well written, and gives some very good
advice. It is NOT, however, very in depth and does not give the exact advice/details that you will
need to really get into the meat of a full blown campaign. But that doesn't mean that this book is
not a great read. It was extremely helpful.My only real complaint is how the book constantly
promotes the author's Adgooroo service. At times I felt that in stead of teaching me more about
how to track and calculate for a campaign I was instead sold on how I should just pay for
Adgooroo instead. Some parts of the book boarder on infomercial quality promotion for the
product. And this I felt was over the line, and I hope the author is wise enough to tone this down
and replace it with more in depth non-paid advice in future revisions of this book.That aside, it IS
a helpful read and helped get me started on the right foot. But I highly recommend picking up
one of the "advanced" Adwords books after you finish reading this.”

Paul Isaac, “Original ideas and approaches. I'm a full time pay-per-click advertiser and have
been for the past 4 years. I read most of the books on the subject, but in essence they all say
pretty much the same thing. Not Richard Stokes. You will find original ideas and approaches
here which you won't find in any other book about paid search.I read the first edition when it
came out. This second edition is considerably updated and I especially appreciated his views
on mobile and on enhanced campaigns. I don't know anywhere else that I'm going to get that
kind of information. Having said that, I don't agree with everything he says, he misses a few
things which suggest to me he isn't that hands on with AdWords any more, and why no mention
of remarketing?Nevertheless, the bottom line is that you're going to learn a lot from this book.
Even if you're an experienced hand. If you are a beginner, I would suggest, to start with one of
the other books, say the Perry Marshall one, and then move onto this when you've got a bit of
practice under your belt.”

Bob, “Five Stars. Book is part of a series that helps pull in one of the major parts of Digital
Marketing.”



Brian H, “Great book. Learning quite a bit. Great book . Learning quite a bit. Best book I have
read on Adwords . Perry Marshall gets second and Brad Geddes gets third . Read and
understand them them all and you should be Ok . It is really a close race between all 3 and
every .author was excellent. I would give them all 5 stars.”

Raymond J. Ferreira, “Great Buy, Great Read!. Much more in-depth than other guides on the
subject.  Lots of highly useable information.”

Neil, “A must for anyone wanting to advertise online. If you want to know the ins and out of PPC
advertising you don't need to look any further. This covers the basics up to more advanced
strategies and is well worth the cost. It'll save you a packet not just in advertising costs but also
having to buy other online training courses.”

Mario Burgard, “Ein "Muss" für Online Vermarkter. Ich mache keine großen Worte:Du bist Online
Vermarkter?Sprichst Englisch?Kannst investieren?Kaufs.Und... hier... kommen... meine...
sechs... Worte...:)”

G.J.M. Bakker, “Nieuwe inzichten. Er zijn veel boeken over Adwords.Dit boek pakt op vele
punten en andere insteek en geeft een veel dieper inzicht over de opzet en uitwerking van je
adwords advertenties”

Sylvain, “Five Stars. Perfect”

Noordev, “Good book to read. It is a good book to learn new strategies”
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